
A �exible, multi-functional teaching center for K-3 classrooms.

Featuring a 16:10 Widescreen with �nger and pen touch capabilities, the system is designed to support both 
traditional and tech learning approaches. The porcelain enamel board is highly durable and has a scratch 
resistant surface. The board is also angled and sits at a low level making it particularly user friendly for young 
students and those with special needs. 

Teachers’ can also take advantage of the Center’s mobility* by setting it up anywhere they like in the  
classroom. Having a SMART Board permanently mounted on the wall can often result in less �exible  
teaching environments and underutilizes technology investments. It has also been engineered to  
minimize screen shaking and avoid the need for projector calibration.  

*Please note:  Designed to be mobile within a classroom environment only and not moved from class to class.

Key features:

Copernicus 16:10 projection widescreen magnetic dry erase board

Big Book Rack, 2 Tiny Tubs, 1 Really Big Tub, 10 Open Tubs

Large top shelf

6 outlet power strip

Telescoping accessory hooks for pocket charts

3” locking casters

SMART LightRaise 60Wi Projector

Copernicus Tech Tub™ to lock, charge and sync tech devices

Adjustable laptop shelf

Dimensions:

With SMART LightRaise 60Wi Projector & Whiteboard Installed -

58-1/4” (148 cm) W x 38-1/4” (97.2 cm) D x 72-1/2” (184.2 cm) H

Without SMART LightRaise 60Wi Projector & Without Whiteboard Installed - 

31-1/4” (79.4 cm) W x 30-3/4” (78.1 cm) D x 71-1/2” (181.6 cm) H

Warranty:

Five-year limited frame/equipment

Lifetime warranty on all Tubs

Royal® Interactive Teaching Center for SMART LightRaise 60Wi 
(Yes, the name is a bit of a mouthful!) 

Please contact us for more information:
P: Toll Free at 1-855-882-0063
E: info@keyconsult.com
W: keyconsult.com/contact/



1 Really Big Tub - perfect for storing 
oversized items

Sliding shelf for holding laptops safely 
and securely

Surface can also be used as a 
magnetic dry erase whiteboard

2 Tiny Tubs to hold pens and other small 
manipulatives

Secure 3” locking casters

Secure storage for tech devices in a 
Copernicus Tech Tub™

Check out the new video at:
www.copernicused.com

Big Book Rack

Cable management

Power strip

10 Open Tubs for 
traditional manipulatives

Product highlights

16:10 widescreen board for individual 
or group instruction

Optional upgrades
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